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As we builq a collage of our welfare,s'ystem we see programs and

·,,

services in �stralia splatter�d across an expansive canvas, and/
"
.·
//
daubed raggedly a�e polic�.es; and regulations, constraints �Jld
..

limitations, aspirat.ion� and hopes.
·,/

There are numerous./{;escoes

of the players, soµte/sketched in outline, some drawn/in
/
/
substance, and .s·ome painte'd firmly and ferocio�sly. Welfare
/
'
/
/
policies iny6lve activity by a;I.l three levels of government,
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non-gove,r·nment welfare organisati�ns, private entrepreneurs and
/

'•

//

prof�s{�onals - some of whom are mope/�ompassionate,
alert and
�
/

/

a�:tute than others.
/

/

/

�

It would b�/confusi:p.g
and extremely time
.
/'

/consuming of me to list the . .various roles
/

of

the numerous

/ Federal, State and Loca;/4vernment involvemei'tl;s, but any

realistic portrait warllld have more lines than a Complex circuit

/
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As we look to the last decade of this century, after almost a
century of formal welfare state activity,��
���c!.2!!lt-Jt�a-����9>"�ke_ ychea.p���
✓
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we can't get away from the one fundamental part of our analysis,
and that is how people live and how they ought to live are the
central concerns of planners and practitioners in the welfare
industry.
live.

There are numerous systems of interpreting how people

There are many criteria for measuring how people live.

There are countless values, attitudes and prejudices which carry
over into the realm of how people ought to live.
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In the simplest of terms, all members of a society aspire to an
adequate standard of living, an adequate set of community
infrastructure supports and adequate human interaction.

One can

use almost any terminology for these three features, - cash,
services, family and/or friends;

though for .convenience let

us call them tangible resources, effective support services, and
\

close companionship.

\

Tangible resources, effective services and close companionship
can be provided in a variety of ways by a variety of operators the state, community service agencies, commercial enterprises,
families and friends and acquaintances.
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In very crude terms we

can identify four service sectors which deliver these the public
sector, the community sector (often called the 'voluntary'
sector), the commercial market sector and the informal sector.
The delivery of tangible resources involves a study of
government economic and administrative processes.

Most people

receive an income from the labour market or from returns on
capital.

People who do not have these forms of income

invariably'have lower incomes derived from government cash
transfers or family transfers.

Most income comes from the

labour market, but government policy in social security,
taxation, and incentives for the superannuation system
profoundly affects standards of living.

Income, however derived

and however defined, is the currency of living standards.

The

market clearly does not ensure an adequate income for all
people.

Only government has the capacity to meet the non-labour
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market income maintenance requirements in industrial societies.
In Australia, a country of 16 million people 2,706,074 or 22.5
per cent of persons 16 years or over had, in 1986, transfer
payments as their main source of income.

Social security and

welfare in 1986 accounted for 8.0 percent of the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and for 27.4 percent of the budget outlays of the

,

Federal Government.

For every 100 employed persons in 1986

there were 38.8 who received social security income
maintenance.

In 1966 the figures were quite different;

10.8

percent of the population 16 years or over relied on transfer
payments, and social security and welfare accounted for 4.4 per
cent of GDP and 17.8 per cent of Federal Government budget
outlays.

l<i

For every 100 employed persons there were then 17.9

social security recipients, fewer than half today's number.

These changes have taken place in two decades in which the
welfare state had at first experienced unprecedented growth and
then came under considerable scrutiny as attempts were made to
limit expenditures, or at least limit the rate of growth of
expenditures.

The attempts to limit public sector outlays began

in the mid 1970s and have continued since
results.

then, with varied

Generally, welfare expenditure growth comes in

response to three types of conditions:

-

demographic change,
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people (10.9 per cent of the population are aged 65 or more,
/./"

though the proportion will increase tp/,,about 16% in 30 years
/.,..,/

/

time.

Even then it will be l~JHs/<than in many European countries
//

/

today).

An important dem6graphic component is that changes in
/

family structure a.ad/marriage dissolution rates have led to
///

considerably/m6~e single parent families.
,,,/"

//

The second of the conditions, changes ;n/economic circumstances,
has been notable, as the effects 0f/the recession of the late
1970s and early 1980s and tp.e/ structural changes in the labour
market played havoc with employment, while our international
terms of trade, d9J:lar levels and interest rates have had an
//

impact for t]J.e'last two years.
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~ o u ~ ~ e have resulted

from political pressures and, as in any system of pluralistic
interests, claims are made on behalf of parts of the system, and
rarely with a view to the integration, of the system as a
whole.

The result has been what some analysts have called an

'overload of demand' that is, increasing and often conflicting
claims on the state, which government cannot meet.

There is no

reason to suspct that this 'overload of demand' from the claim
making process will diminish.
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Government is not going to be able to meet all of the demands
from the community or even deal with all of the legitimate
claims placed on it.

But government will have a central role,

and for government to operate authoritatively, it must have
extractive, regulative and distributive capabilities, as well as
be responsive to community interests.

It.JUUst_beable to---

extract the best skills its citizens can offer, and also be able
to extract taxation on an equi tahle and efficient -basis..
must also be able to.regulate in

It

areas tnataffect quali:ty of

life and levels of living and it must be able to distribute and
redistribute l.ife cha:fi.Ces.

Some people say these things- ar-e...j:.oo

m.Y.Qh_f9~_ _governrnent in the sort -of society we live in.
1G~nmen:t.s .. in--most--state·s-and··at ·the-na-t--ienal·-leve·1·-a-re...heayi 1 y

' t n t - o - ~ ~ f r n fact these three capacities
.

-

extractive, regulative, and distributive provide no more than a
framework for a very tense and awkward social scenario for the
rest of this century

Effective services in the welfare state do not come from
government alone.

In fact the market and the voluntary sector

provide most formal services.

The many tens of thousands of

non-government welfare organisations (NGWOs) are central
components of all welfare states.
functions.

NGWOs perform a wide range of

Some provide services to individuals, some provide

their wares as a supplement to state welfare, others see
themselves as an alternative to the state, some try to fit in
between, and act as a pressure group in an attempt to have the
state provide resources for something more or better or

y

different
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relationship between government and NGWOs.

Close companionship is basically the purview of families, and
due to demographic and labour force changes, as well as changing
socio-cultural expectations and relationships, the family is
under a great deal of pressure.

Politicians who stress the

virtues of family care are either unaware of the costs to
families of providing the care or are cynically expecting a
major shift in social provision and social resources, with the
result that those least able to provide adequately will find
greater burdens thrust upon them.

The abilities of families to

care for their members depend not only on material resources but
also on human resources.

In most industrial societies we are faced with an explosion of
the need for care, and we can see the traditional care-providing
organisations all facing different sorts of pressures.

What is

very obvious is that no one sector alone can provide all that
has to be provided - certainly not government, certainly not
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voluntary agencies, certainly not families.

Different needs are

met by different support systems, or the same needs are met by
different systems for different groups of people.

Each of these three - governments, NGWOs and families - are
under great pressure, and one operationally heuristic tool might
be to examine issues of capacity and willingness of the various
major actors and delivery systems.

It could be hypothesised

that there is an inverse relationship between capacity and
willingness.

If we think of governments, NGWOs, and families as

in some sort of capacity hierarchy, we can argue that
willingness is inversely related to capacity, and that as one
moves down the hierarchy the operator in question is less and
less able to deflect or reject the claims made.

Government with

its eligibility requirements can quite dispassionately send
claims which it cannot meet onto NGWOs and families.

NGWOs

likewise can draw lines and pass the excess onto families.
Families are the providers both of first and last resort - as
extensive research shows, a repository of willingness, but often
lacking in capacity.

Issues of capacity and willingness can be addressed by bringing
in different components to the equations.

Government's capacity

is determined by its willingness, and in Australia the key lies
in an equitable taxation system.

Issues of capacity are closely

tied to tax reform and to integrative aspects of the tax and
welfare systems, especially in areas of family support.

It can

be argued that the tax system has the capacity, but not the
willingness.
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Families have the willingness but not the capacity to provide
the care and support that is required, and although the bulk of
care provided does come through the family, policy makers must
ensure that boundaries of capacity are carefully understood and
that unrealistic expectations do not become the norm.

Social s e r ~ are an important qomponent of the welfare
system, and t h e ~ ~~~y/a significant role in the_ir/··,
delivery.

While soc::MJ services can never be.seen as a

" '"

substitute fo:r; · cash or f;r"~cial inves/trnent, NGWOs, by
./

providing these services, are art.important key to the welfare
. / '·•.,

/.

For the reasons out:J_ihed ab~ve)..• NGWOs are facing an

puz~1.e.

',.,,,

//_,,/

,,//

~

,,,,/'

---··<(den ti ty and accountal:~J,1,fty crisis, something._llh4.~.,!1 can be
,//

resolved by socia~·policy.

"'

Them~ difficult task for social pol~ - and one which has
never be~n. fully achieved - is to redres~~nequali ties .9£ a
\

'\

/

'

\

market econqmy.

/

While social policy in the 'l960s p:fld part of
\
/
the 1 970s was'·~oncerned with seeking ini tiati y:~:S to redress

'

\.

·,..

,,/'/

,/_.//'

\\

inequalities, a~cl.,while it was successfu;/i~ the\~iversion of
\

//

considerable sums ihto
welfare coffep~f, the magnitude of the
-,,,\_
/

\,\

\\

_.///

\

,, /

task was so great that\.successes• were not always cle'ar and
\,

\

,,,/

\'\

apparent.

Then, before thev\1elfare task was firmly ai\d
V

\

,, \"\,

\

legitimately entrench~{ a 'nee-conservative counter at~~ck was

\,.

/

successfully launctf~d.
,/,/

.

By th~·.1980s social policy, which had
\

'·\

been on the ol~nsive in earlie;•qecades, was clearly on ~te
//,'

\,

'··,~,

defensive/..: responding to changing f9rtunes rather than try\ng
//

·...

\

to s~pe social futures, working out 1th.~ best to pick up pie~s,
/

'

r~her than developing comprehensive prev'e.ntive mechanisms.

/

"
)
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If social pot~Y is to succeed in the 1990s

\
a~

credible and \1'\umane activity, it mus\yyovide \

a relevant,
theoretical and

empirical basis\for social interv:ention, and i~\erventionist
activities must

B~

\

geared t9/t.hree things:

the ~~eation of a
\

social and economi~\envitonment which is conduciv~\to
\,

C

r

\.

,

redistribution and wh\i'ch
provides substantial invesbrnent in
•,
human capital,/and publ~2:•\goods and services; an equihable
'\
\,

income support system; a set>.of personal social services
//

availaJ1~ to all who need them."···

\

\\
-,~""-~.

In Australia we live in a modern, affluent, industrial society
in which most people enjoy a standard of living that is envied
the world over.

We nevertheless have 22 per cent of the

population dependent on government income maintenance payments
for their income.

There could be no clearer evidence that our

affluent society is unable to deliver, through the market, a
living wage to all.

As a result of this economic failure it

does nobody any good to turn around and blame those victims,
blame those people who miss out - people who find they cannot
get an income in the labour market;

people whose education does

not buy them a place in the job market;

people whose skills

have been undermined by technological change;

people whose

occupations have been rendered obsolete by structural
adjustment;

women whose productive value is disregarded and who

are confined to a state of dependency;
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So then, what do we do about it?

Understanding carefully issues

of capacity and willingness, because that it the key to the
analysis, we can develop a framework for the analysis of the
scientific and political response.

The twentieth century has brought a rapid succession of trend
shifts which make it difficult to identify the solid foundations
on which public support for social welfare programs can be
maintained.

The economic condition of most citizens has

improved.in absolute and relative terms; social programs have
slowly become more extensive, universal and costly. though as I
argued in 1983 we have been seeing a retreat from the welfare
state.

In times of retreat, or as some might say, reorientation, it is
easy to call for a new articulation of public or governmental
responsibility for social needs; or to restate old principles
for a welfare state in the hope that, by reiteration, those
principles will reassert their power as an intellectual guide
for social development,
demanding.

But, a successful effort is much more

Much of the unease in arguments about welfare

derives from the tendency for advocates to press for action
toward the extremes of much more or much less government
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responsibility without having agreed upon a central foundation
of public opinion about public obligation.

In other words,

there has not been articulated a common value base about social
obligation which enjoys such wide support that all those
involved will use it as the starting point for evolution of the
welfare state of the 1990s.

The challenge of the immediate future is to establish the core
foundations and the basic programs for social responsibility on
a more firm basis.

Any core foundation will change as the

pragmatics of demographics, economics and politics change.

~~~

\1:ft'~r'iiGt~:.~.~;-~~~/prob~!:>J.-~cl~-~-~/,£~~)).~.!L-..•
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Development of core

foundations requires that advocates differentiate between what
is essential as a foundation for governmental obligation, and
what is desirable but not essential.

We used to call this

residual and institutional - but that was more than thirty years
ago.

Now the debate is couched in terms of social justice, fairness,
horizontal and vertical equity, ethical justice, socially
created and structured dependency and so on.

The concepts are

more complex, but how much better off are most people?

More

importantly perhaps, how much better off should they be?

Again we're back to the value questions, and the ethics
questions.

One could of course decide to take a thoroughly
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pragmatic approach and ask what will the traffic bear?
oil should we put on the squeaky wheel.

How much

In other words where do

ideology and pragmatism intersect?

Let me spend a couple of minutes on the pragmatics and the
structures.

We live in a pluralist society in which rewards are

allocated more on the basis of the nature of the articulation of
the interest than on the inherent quality or demonstrable basis
of the need.

And all of this takes place within a privatised

federal system, with solid government intervention.

The p~itics of expressing and articu\a:ting interests
~

\

illustt~tes nicely the pragmatics of t\e system. The resoyrces,
\
\
both poli tical and financial, of welfare, groups, are li:tnited.
\\
In some ca~es they are able to make claims through personal
1

.

,//

\,

connections \,~hrough the media or responsi ~~/.local politicians.
By and large

t heir

communication channel:s a\·e not as well-oiled

1

as those of business and professioµa:t groups \in their use of
'the old school t.::i,.e' or through.their clubs and social contacts,
not to mention their more :f;"ormidable bargaining ppwer.

By

combining together, u~oer a general promotional umbrella, the
X

\

interests of the w~l:fa;~ groups can be better articulated.
/

"\

There are several 'peak' \qrganisations in social welf~re, such
/

/

as the Austr,alian Council

to{ Rehabilitation

Council
//

6~

the Ageing (ACOTA), the Australian

o~\Disabled (ACROD) and perh~ps the
\

best Jhown, the Australian Coud~il of Social Service (Ac6SS).

//

\\

\\
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elfare politics is the
/

conflict between citizen and group demands for inclusion in the
face of institutional and group policies which promote
exclusion.

Who goes on the scrap-heap and who doesn't?

Social

policy is clearly big business and big politics, and the big
political issue relates to the claims that are made in our
society and the response to those claims.

All persons, make

claims for allocations, which affect their well being, on four
institutions, the state, the family, employers and the local
community.[Elderly people for example make claims mostly for an
adequate income, for appropriate living arrangements, for high
quality services, for independence and dignity, and for

l

institutional responsiveness and a sympathetic attitude towards
ageing.

There are four major delivery systems which can act on these
claims, the statutory system, the commercial system, the
voluntary system, and the informal system, and politically and
socially we have not been able to determine authoritatively, the
appropriate place and appropriate response of each.

Welfare in the Corporate State is about this reconciliation.
changes with the power of interests and with the prevailing
political consensus.

Understanding these is crucial to

understanding the welfare politics of the 1990s.

It
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Roughly there are three types of interest groups in welfare.
First there are those with a direct interest.

This group breaks

into two types of parties with a direct interest - providers and
recipients.

The drug companies, life assurance companies and

the AMA all have a direct interest as do the various pensioner
groups, consumer groups and tenant groups.

Second there are the politicians and bureacrats - the executive
lobby, and historically we have seen an enormous impact from
this group - especially the bureaucrats.

Third, for want of a

better term there are the do-gooders, those who have nothing to
gain directly, other than the satisfaction of their humanitarian
aspirations by positive social pay-off.

This lobby includes

individuals in the churches, voluntary organisations,
professions and academics who possess a sense of social justice,
a belief in a reduction of inequality, and a hope for a better
social future.

This forms the basis of their activism.

The broadening of life chances essentially entails a group
approach to politics.

Group demands which transcend individual
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It is very likely that the most severely disadvantaged are not
part of the direct interest lobby, and that the goals
articulated by the various organisations vary so greatly that
any single focus is severely blunted.

To test this would

require profiles of the organisations in question.

It is most

likely that fragmentation of interests will occur unless there
is an active search for a consensus which ensures the protection
of the weak, the vulnerable and the disadvantaged.

If we look at the consensus and at the allocation system we can
see both the process and the substance.

In analysing the

distribution and impact of cash transfers and goods and services
provided collectively through government spending we are dealing
with the social wage. ~y:rs··¼~!!lQ~a·&s11med,,!:lg1.~A-~•--~~""'·~
:t"Gd-i'st'r4.butiv~_co!J!p<metr~-fTows--~r-011L~llcil__-~,E-~!1di !:J_;:.~..Jl:u,~-thiLJ-5
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'rci~ct.~_g:3~ra~ov~;Jlffte_~~~··S9mmit:m~g!:.~to/ the""!.:.JJare.qt.~~§ . . ~
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The social wage is a difficult concept to define because it
comprises certain government expenditures that have some value
which is not always visible.

In simple terms the social wage is

that part of government spending which provides benefits, either
in cash or kind, to individuals and families.

If these goods

and services were not provided by government they would have to
be purchased out of private income. ~h.e-,...Fecte~a.1,/GovernrnEm.t...!-a--~··
~conoml"G:~.Y1'nrr~~p.dv:t s. or~Cou;iG-i~..~!.!B~·-·tl!~,,,..&crei·a-1-·wag~
'-.../
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It is generally accepted that the social wage expenditures have
a wide range of redistributive objectives.

These include

alleviating poverty, redistributing resources towards particular
stages of the life-cycle and providing equal access to certain
services.

The four main social wage items (education, health, social
security and welfare, and housing) differ in the emphasis they
place on these redistribution objectives.

Education and health

spending are primarily based on the principles of equality of
access and opportunity.

Most social security and welfare

outlays are intended to alleviate poverty.

Spending on housing

is based on the principle of equality of access, but the
programs are mainly directed at low income earners.

Analysis of ABS Household Expenditure Survey data (especially by
Harding in 1984) has shown that social security and welfare
outlays, particularly age pensions, invalid pensions and widows
pensions went mostly to very low income earners.
expenditure on rental welfare housing.

So too did

Education expenditure

went mostly for the benefit of those in the highest income
deciles.

This was particularly so of outlays for non-government
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schools and tertiary education.

Health and medical outlays

reasonably matches income distribution in Australia.

While most social wage outlays are ostensibly directed towards
low and middle income earners, many high income earners receive
considerable assistance at particular stages of their life
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If we look at Australia today there are clearly three different
sorts of we'ifare states existing side by side.

First there is

the 'visible' welfare state which provides meagre resources and
a supposed safety net to about 20 per cent of Australians who
exist below or only marginally above the most austere poverty
line.

Second, there is the less visible welfare state which

provides access to quality education, health care and fairly
high-grade community resources for the middle classes.

Third,

there is the welfare state which provides expensive transfers,
benefits and services to the affluent section of the community.
This is the hidden welfare state.

Yet it is the wage and salary

earners, poor and rich - but mostly poor - who pay the costs of
the shiny Mercedes-Benz.
When we unpack the component parts of the social wage we can
examine it on two axes - a horizontal axis which goes from
physical survival on the left to social functioning on the
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right.

The vertical axis has the state at the top and the

market at the bottom.

These can be depicted as the outcomes

(horizontal) and the process (vertical).
identified as per the diagram.

Nine cells can be

The horizontal axis is pretty

well fixed, but the vertical axis is the arena in which our
welfare politics of the 1990s will be played out.

A retreat from the welfare state would find greatest
concentration of state effort in cell 1 with a little spillover
to cell 2.

An expansion of the welfare state would find state

activity spreading downwards to cells 7, 8 and 9.

While the

degree of movement on the vertical axis is the playing out of
our welfare politics of the 1990s, it must be stressed that
different parts of the vertical axis may flex or bend at
different rates.

For example it may be easier at some times to

get a tax supported Mercedes Benz than an increase in tertiary.
education or an increase in the age pension or in the
handicapped child allowance.

Process and outcome are both major

variables and analytical tools.

The differential claim making

skills of the direct interest lobby, the executive lobby, and
the do-gooder lobby are crucial here.

A welfare agenda for the 1990s is not likely to be painted on an
expansionist canvas.

There are no unlimited resources, nor are

there absolute positions on rights, shares and claims.

As I

said at the outset, issues of capacity and willingness
constitute the basic background for the larger portrait.

The

next splash of paint brings in the lobby groups who strive for
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their shares and make the claims. The final touches come with
the determinants of the social wage and the flexibility of the
easel upon which the portrait stands.

The frame, to cap it off, lies in the structuring of a welfare
agenda, and I would conclude by seeing the four parts of the
frame as comprising

a)

some general consensus at any point in time about the
objectives of the intervention system (how far down the
axis of the social wage diagram the state should come)

b)

identifying a basic core of government
responsibilities, say

work and income, health,

especially primary health, and shelter

c)

retreating from unrealistic or excessive objectives,
but at the same time making a massive commitment to
better management and better program administration and
delivery.

Thus before any expansion we must make sure

that what we do now is done effectively, efficiently
and compassionately and that management manages well

d)

creating a better knowledge base, better analysis,
better research and better dissemination of knowledge,
so that all our activists and operators can work from
the best possible knowledge base.
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Processes such as this, sponsored by the Social Policy Institute
of NSW certainly help bring forward coherent visions for the
1990s, and the role of welfare in the corporate state.

